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Mākarshop: Atelophobia - How Overcoming The Fear of Not Being Good Enough
Allows Us to Showcase Our Authentic Identity.
Description: This Mākarshop session focuses on workplace identity and how spoken
word poetry can inspire dialogue and empathy to better understand how different
identity pressures influence performance. Participants will unpack parts of
themselves and personal experiences that shaped who they are to reevaluate how
their behavior influences team chemistry .
The Mākarshop consist of the following: a spoken word performance to engage the
audience, a storytelling presentation about how we can overcome the fear of not
being good enough, and a collaborative writing session where teams use the
communication tools from the performance and presentation to then craft their own
poems to re-write the narratives of how we perceive fear and identity.
Time: 1 hour

Product: Mākarzine
Participants will receive a creative analysis report called Mākarzine. Mākarzine is a creative
analysis report designed in a digital zine format that contains the Atelophobia poems and
reflections summarizing the findings and insights from the data collected during the
Mākarshop. This allows leadership and management teams to better understand their
employees to implement innovative workplace changes to boost engagement.
Price: $3,000.00
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Mākarshop Title: Editing the Rough Draft Version of Yourself. How to Rewrite the
Culture's Narrative Through Actionable Feedback to Improve Performance.
Description: Focusing on improving performance using actionable feedback, this
Mākarshop session allows participants to rewrite their culture's narrative into a better
one. Participants will explore innovative communication techniques found in spoken word
poetry that can be applied within their work environments to shift how they perceive
themselves, their team, and what needs be "edited" to improve their performance.
Participants can expect the following: a performance to kick off the session, a
presentation about the Mākarshop topic that introduces innovative communication
techniques, and a collaborative writing session where teams use the communication
tools from the performance and presentation to then craft their own poems that address
the topic. The session ends with discussion and reflection.
Time: 1 hour

Product: Mākarzine
Participants will receive a creative analysis report called Mākarzine. Mākarzine is a creative
analysis report designed in a digital zine format that contains the Editing the Rough Draft
Version of Yourself poems and reflections summarizing the findings and insights from the
data collected during the Mākarshop. This allows leadership and management teams to
better understand their employees to implement innovative workplace changes to boost
engagement.
Price: $3,000.00
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Mākarshop Title: What's in Your Word Bank Account? How Leaders Can Speak An Asset
Based Language That Deposits More Value Into Their Teams.
Description: Focusing on vocal leadership and identity management, this Mākarshop
session allows participants to reevaluate the words they use and how it either deposits
or withdraws value from themselves, their team, and culture identity. Participants will
explore innovative communication techniques found in spoken word poetry that can be
applied within their work environments to diversify how they can be more of an asset to
their team.
Participants can expect the following: a performance to kick off the session, a
presentation about the Mākarshop topic that introduces innovative communication
techniques, and a collaborative writing session where teams use the communication
tools from the performance and presentation to then craft their own poems that address
the topic. The session ends with discussion and reflection.
Time: 1 hour

Product: Mākarzine
Participants will receive a creative analysis report called Mākarzine. Mākarzine is a creative
analysis report designed in a digital zine format that contains the What's in Your Word Bank
Account poems and reflections summarizing the findings and insights from the data
collected during the Mākarshop. This allows leadership and management teams to better
understand their employees to implement innovative workplace changes to boost
engagement.
Price: $3,000.00
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YOUR EMOTIONS ARE YOUR EMPLOYEES.
POEMS WRITTEN BY HUMAN RESOURCE PROFESSIONALS
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Welcome To Impact Mākars™
About
Impact Mākars helps organizations boost engagement, activate
innovation, and enhance the workplace experience by empowering
employee voice through spoken word poetry™.

Spoken word poetry allows employees to express and share their true
perceptions about how they feel about their work environment and
the roles they play within them for organizations to improve culture.

Mission

Impact Mākars was founded on the belief that you should not have to
sacrifice your identity for a paycheck. Impact Mākars aims to shift
and improve workplace communication to create a fun culture where
employees can be creative, expressive, and happy.

Service: Mākarshops™

Mākarshops are customized professional development workshops
that empower employee voice through spoken word poetry
communication techniques. Employees learn how to express their
thoughts, emotions, and ideas in the workplace to solve cultural
challenges to improve engagement, inclusion, and retention.

Product: Mākarzines™
Mākarshop clients receive their own digital Mākarzine. Mākarzines are
are creative analysis reports that include Mākarshop poems,
notifications, and reflections summarizing the findings and insights
from the data collected during the Mākarshop.
This allows leadership and management teams to better understand
their employees to implement innovative workplace changes to boost
engagement. Mākarzines provide a creative communication channel
for companies to market and advertise their services, products, or
culture using Mākarshop poems.
IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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Mākarshop: Your Emotions Are Your Employees
Description

This Mākarshop focuses on developing expressive communication
skills to better manage workplace stress. Teams were randomly
assigned lines that personified an emotion or reflected a workplace
scenario. Participants then collaborated in a creative writing session
to address the topic. This session allows participants to reflect on
how much control they have of their thoughts and emotions to better
navigate sensitive workplace situations.

Takeaways

Strengthening Social and Emotional Intelligence
Activating Design Thinking and Meaning Interpretation Skills
Exercising Conceptual Cognition and Imagination Skills
Understanding Self and Co-Workers
Building Creative Collaboration Skills
Simplifying and Reducing Your Message to Make It Memorable

Mākarshoppers (participants): Chicago SHRM

Society for Human Resource Management SHRM is the world’s
largest HR professional society, representing 300,000 members in
more than 165 countries, with the purpose to elevate the HR
profession. From its beginnings in 1948 with only 28 members,
Chicago SHRM has grown into a thriving organization of over 800
members today. For more details, visit chicagoshrm.org.
Note: Mākarshops are usually 1 hour or 2 hours. Because this
Mākarshop was redesigned for a 30 minute session after the Chicago
SHRM conference's lunch break, this Mākarzine only includes a
sample of 15 poems. Enjoy!
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Mākarshop Lines

Note: these lines were randomly assigned to each team to begin the poems.

1. I am sitting through this meeting for the free food.

2. I work so much I may as well live here.

3. I caught my boss checking my Facebook page.

4. I wonder if I can sneak a quick nap in the break room.

5. Happiness better not call-in sick today.

6. Anger just clocked-in for a double shift.

IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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Mākarshop Title

Your Emotions
re Your
Employees.
- Isaiah Mākar, Founder of Impact Mākars
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2. I am sitting through this meeting for the free food...
And my stomach is still full.
My mind is running overload with treats!
The mental sustenance is keeping my hunger satisfied.
I can’t even remember what this meeting is about!
But at least there are diet Cokes still left.
This group really needs to do a better job
capturing their audience.
Are we almost done yet?
I’ve got work to do.
I’ll pack my lunch tomorrow.
IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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1. I am sitting through this meeting for the free food...
The menu sure looks good.
But the topic turned out to be as dry as the chicken club.
Must stay awake, too many carbs, too many sides.
I shouldn't have had such a large breakfast.
What are we even talking about?
Some are all about the Benjamins,
but I’m about the free food.
I’m not even on this team,
how did I get an invite?
Oh wait, I am on this team!
Is that brie cheese?
Ooh, and veggies, the best!
Lots of carbs, need some rest.
This meeting is gouda,
I mean, good!
Lots of personalities and pizza,
I mean, pizazz!
Maybe I need to go on a diet.
I should schedule a lunch meeting to decide.
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4. I work so much I may as well live here...
Living here would be good, the company has free snacks.
I would save tons of money
and be able to go on that dream vacation.
I love the coffee here, why leave?
I think I’ll just bring in a comfortable mattress
and spend a few nights.
How long will it take before someone notices?
Good thing I can watch tv at night.
I’ll use one of the monitors in the break room.
Now, someone should just do my laundry.
5. I work so much I may as well live here...
I have 7 pairs of shoes under my desk.
There are 6 coats just in case the weather changes.
I see more of my family in these photos
than I do in person.
Why can’t I ever go home to my couch?!
I’m buying groceries
and bringing them straight to the office.
What wouldn’t I give to see my own fridge again?
It’s time to leave this pen and get out into the world!
IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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3. I work so much I may as well live here...
But the food is not so great here.
If only I could break away for 20 minutes.
Cant remember the last time I had a real vacation.
Can’t remember the last time I had a day off
without worrying what needs to be completed.
Would love to see the sun.
But to tell the truth, I really do love my job.
Sometimes its even fun.
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7. I caught my boss checking my Facebook page...
I said something is wrong,
Someone has stolen my i-dent-a-tee.
What happened to privacy?
Is this what they call work-life balance?
My love of German anime is not for your eyes.
I present myself a certain way at work.
It’s not lies,
its a "personality compromise".
I wonder what my settings are at.
I am glad I don’t have pics of my mom’s cat.
Hope she doesn’t start commenting like my mom.
Do I quit Facebook or my job?
Which one would fix this situation?
I am going to avoid confrontation.
Time to update that resume.
IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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6. I caught my boss checking my Facebook page...
But that’s ok, I accepted her friend request.
After years of boundaries,
I caved to work peer pressure.
Now, I have work friends on Facebook.
Are they going to like my pictures?
Oops! Should I have posted that?
I forgot I’m friends with people from work now.
Can’t post that I’m at the Beyonce concert
when I’m on FMLA.
Wow, that person has a kid?
Maybe I’ll buy girl scout cookies to show some support!
How do I “hide” someone’s updates?
Gotta maintain my professional reputation.
I gave up social media for lent.
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9. I wonder if I can sneak a quick nap in the break room...
Its too much information
thrown on my little brain to go through.
My boss won’t notice, right?
Need to cut the noise, the blah blah blah!
Perhaps a soften pillow would help to sleep
so my neck isn't tight.
10. Happiness better not call-in sick today...
I made it out in the polar vortex.
While I was out I flew to Florida.
I’m known for my happiness,
it can’t get sick.
And if my happiness is sick,
it better be a short lived cold and not the stomach flu.
We get paid, what more can I ask for?
But would it be too much to ask to get paid
and be happy each day?
I’ll make it work because today is a new day.
IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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8. I caught my boss checking my Facebook page...
So I asked her for feedback on how to improve it.
And she asked me to look more sassy…
I said, "I can do that I think for a bit".
And then she friended me.
Now what?
Oh, lord, now what?
And then I run into her in the break room
and she asks If I got her request.
“I got it”, I said.
Nodded my head and then walked away.
FOR. EVER.
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12. Anger just clocked-in for a double shift…
I can’t control your second shift,
but perhaps we can mitigate your anger.
Why are you angry?
Is it someone at work who made you angry?
Is there anything you can do before your double shift
to become less angry?
“Relax” infuriates me.
No productivity for the calm.
Calculate your competency and feel relief.

IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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11. Happiness better not call-in sick today...
Sunshine and smiles bring productivity
and creativity all the way.
Smile, laugh, and see the positive side.
Bring your creativity to me.
Bring on your thoughts of fun and laughter.
Your happiness here can create an ever after.
Happiness will fuel our work.
It will fuel you and you and me.
We believe in big results and they are achieved.
Why would we ever call in sick?
Because our fuel is here at work.
Happiness better not call in sick today
because we are all part of a team
that believes in each other.
Happiness is even more contagious.
And you just caught it.
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14. Anger just clocked-in for a double shift...
Making money on my time. Collecting all that overtime.
Happiness got my mind shifting right on time.
Time to breathe and meditate.
Let the anger go…no one is making me stay.
And I’m probably doing someone else’s work.
Will this effort ever be recognized?
Would that even change my level of effort?
Again, just breathe and think happy thoughts.
15. Anger just clocked-in for a double shift...
So I offered him candy and a bottle water.
“Good evening, Anger”, I said.“How are you today?”
Anger didn’t answer. Just kept being angry.
I asked, “what’s on your mind?”
Anger finally smiled. Now, we are friends.
Everyday, I look forward to seeing Anger.
I enjoy the challenge of getting a smile.
Anger is thinking about changing his name.
He now asked me to call him, Engagement.
IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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13. Anger just clocked-in for a double shift...
And man is it ready to work.
Throwing a tantrum, bringing down the mood.
We’re going to need to bring in better food.
I already feel like I need a smoke break
and I’ve been here for 10 minutes.
My coworkers are annoying on the surface,
though I don’t know anyone.
I’m going to take ownership over my feelings
and be more conscious of my dealings.
This double shift will then be fun
and I won’t feel so done.
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I am sitting
through this meeting
for the free food.
The menu sure looks good
but the topic turned out to be
as dry as the chicken club.
- Poem 1
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This meeting is gouda,
I mean, good!
Lots of personalities
and pizza,
I mean, pizazz!
- Poem 1
IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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Can't remember
the last time
I had a day off
without worrying,
'what needs to be completed?'
- Poem 3
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I see more
of my family
in these photos
than I do
in person.
- Poem 5
IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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Oops!
Should I have posted that?
I forgot I'm friends with people
from work now.
Can't post
that I'm at the Beyonce concert
when I'm on FMLA!
- Poem 6
IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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I present myself
a certain way
at work.
It's not lies,
it's a 'personality compromise'.
- Poem 7

IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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If my happiness is sick,
it better be
a short lived cold
and not
the stomach flu.
- Poem 10
IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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Will this effort
ever be recognized?
Would that even change
my level of effort?
- Poem 14
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Everyday,
I look forward
to seeing, Anger.
I enjoy the challenge
of getting
a smile.
- Poem 15

IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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Anger, is thinking
about changing
his name.
He now
asked me
to call him,
Engagement.
- Poem 15
IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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140
# of Mākarshop poems created (approximately)
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Mākarshop Playlist
Each Mākarshop has a custom playlist to inspire participants as they write
their poems. Here is the music curated for the Chicago SHRM Mākarshop.

Got To Give It Up - Marvin Gaye
Come Together - The Beatles
Sound & Color - Alabama Shakes
Thinkin' Bout You - Frank Ocean
Can I Kick It? - A Tribe Called Quest
Purple Rain - Prince
Street Lights - Kanye West
Sweet Dreams - Eurythmics
Cranes in the Sky - Solange
Psylla - Glass Animals
Assume Form - James Blake
IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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THANK YOU!
2019 Chicago SHRM
Board of Directors!

Chicago SHRM
Mākarshoppers!
Upcoming events:
Chicagoshrm.org/events.

IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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A better workplace culture
is just one Mākarshop away.
Is your team is ready for a Mākarshop? Contact Impact Mākars using
the email or phone number below. You can follow Impact Mākars on
social media for all future updates. Thank you!
e: info@impactmakars.com
p: 708 573 1976
social media: @impactmakars

IMPACTMAKARS.COM/MAKARZINE
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Impact Mākars Services & Products: enhancing the employee
experience by boosting engagement using spoken word poetry.
Contact Person: Isaiah Mākar
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INTRODUCTION: WELCOME TO IMPACT MĀKARS!

Introduction

About

Impact Mākars helps organizations boost
engagement, activate innovation, and
enhance the workplace experience by
empowering employee voice through spoken
word poetry™.

Spoken word poetry allows employees to
express and share their true perceptions
about how they feel about their work
environment and the roles they play within
them for organizations to improve culture.

Mission

Impact Mākars was founded on the belief that
you should not have to sacrifice your identity
for a paycheck. Impact Mākars aims to shift
and improve workplace communication to
create a fun culture where employees can be
creative, expressive, and happy.

Service: Mākarshops™

Mākarshops are customized professional development workshops
that empower employee voice through spoken word poetry
communication techniques. Employees learn how to express their
thoughts, emotions, and ideas in the workplace to solve cultural
challenges to improve engagement, inclusion, and retention.

Product: Mākarzines™

Mākarshop clients receive their own digital Mākarzine. Mākarzines
are creative analysis reports that include Mākarshop poems,
notifications, and reflections summarizing the findings and insights
from the data collected during the Mākarshop.

This allows leadership and management teams to better understand
their employees to implement innovative workplace changes to
boost engagement. Mākarzines provide a creative communication
channel for companies to market and advertise their services,
products, or culture using Mākarshop poems.
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Introduction

SERVICES: MĀKARSHOPS

Boost engagement, activate innovation, and enhance every
employee’s experience with Mākarshops™.
Service: Mākarshops are customized professional development workshops that empower employee voice through spoken word poetry
communication techniques. Employees learn how to express their thoughts, emotions, and ideas in the workplace to solve cultural challenges to
improve engagement, inclusion, and retention. Mākarshops help leadership and management teams understand what matters most to their
employees to design practices to create better experiences.
Each Mākarshop has three parts: a performance, a presentation, and a workshop.
Performance: Kicking off the Mākarshop in high energy, the spoken word performance creatively introduces the Mākarshop topic.
Presentation: A breakdown of the Mākarshop topic that teaches communication techniques for participants to apply in the workshop and the
workplace.
Workshop: An interactive team-based session where participants create spoken word poetry to apply workplace communication techniques.
Mākarshops are fun, engaging, and open participants up by breaking down communication barriers allowing them to share more than they
typically would in traditional workshops and surveys. Mākarshops inspire organizations to be creative, innovative, and collaborative to drive
better team performance.
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SERVICES: TAKEAWAYS & USE-CASES

Service Summary

Mākarshop Takeaways
Because Mākarshops are customized by team needs the benefits vary. Here are 15 primary takeaways participants can select from:
1. Creating Awareness of Team Culture Needs

9. Activating Design Thinking and Meaning Interpretation Skills

2. Understanding Self and Co-Workers

10. Developing Engaging Public Speaking Skills

3. Relieving Work Place Stress

11. Sharpening Active Listening and Feedback Skills

4. Fostering Intentionality and Empathy

12. Modernizing Communication To Engage Young and Diverse Audiences

5. Generating Creative Problem Solving Skills

13. Exercising Conceptual Cognition and Imagination Skills

6. Curating Open Dialogue and Conversation Around Sensitive Topics

14. Learning Unique Storytelling Delivery Skills

7. Transforming Adversity and Vulnerability to Your Advantage

15. Simplifying and Reducing Your Message to Make It Memorable

8. Strengthening Social and Emotional Intelligence

Mākarshop Use-Cases
Team Building Staff Retreats

On-boarding & New Hire Orientations

Conferences: Kickoffs & Energizers

Feedback & Ideation Sessions

Wellness Sessions

Department Meetings

Leadership Trainings

Events: Open Mics & Poetry Slams
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PRODUCTS: MĀKARZINES
Mākarzines showcase employee's insights to innovate culture.
Mākarshop clients receive their own digital Mākarzine. Mākarzines are collections of Mākarshop poems and reflections summarizing the findings and
insights from the data collected during the Mākarshop. This allows leadership and management teams to better understand their employees to implement
innovative workplace changes to boost engagement. Mākarzines also provide an innovative marketing tool for organizations to communicate the high
level of engagement, collaboration, and innovation that takes place inside their culture to recruit and attract alike talent. Mākarzines can also be used for
corporate poetry slams, open mics, or celebration events.
Here is a sample of the first public Mākarzine: Your Emotions Are Your Employees. Read the entire Mākarzine at Impactmakars.com/makarzine.
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MĀKARZINES: MĀKARSHOP STRIKING LINES
Mākarshop Striking Lines are highlights from the poems written
by employees that are featured in the Mākarzine.
Companies can use Mākarshop Striking Lines for internal communication (ex: meetings, presentations, office decor) and external communication (ex:
marketing, advertising, commercials). Below are a couple examples of Mākarshop Striking Lines and how they appear in Mākarzines.
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BIO: MEET THE MĀKAR
ISAIAH MĀKAR

Founder, Chief Engagement Officer
Isaiah Mākar Founder of Impact Mākars™), once told his freshman
english teacher, "I hate poetry and will never join the spoken word
club". Isaiah found his voice in the Spoken Word Club at Oak Park
and River Forest High School OPRF in Oak Park, Illinois. Isaiah
learned to overcome his fear of public speaking and social anxiety by
teaching himself how to write and perform poetry. Isaiah's 11 years of
spoken word poetry experience ranges from designing curriculum,
conducting scholarly research, organizing and hosting events, and
teaching. His work has reached nearly 20 schools ranging from
elementary to college, including Chicago Public Schools. Isaiah is a
mentor for OPRF's Spoken Word Club and Louder Than A Bomb Slam
team, a three-time finalist in the Guild Literary Complex's Gwendolyn
Brooks Open Mic Awards, and a 2018 Arts Education Grants Panelist
for the National Endowment for the Arts.
Isaiah has a degree in Organizational and Corporate Communication
from the University of Illinois at Chicago UIC , where he won the
Outstanding Oral Presentation Award at the Illinois Summer Research
Symposium after performing his student engagement research in
spoken word style. Isaiah has led professional development trainings
and presentations for organizations such as Grainger Inc, SHRM
Chicago, DisrputHR Chicago & Cincinnati, CUPA HR, Gensler, One
Hope United, and many others.

Thank You!
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CONTACT
e: info@impactmakars.com
p: (708) 573-1976
w: Impactmakars.com

